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Open Mobile for Windows
iPass Open Mobile™ makes secure, simple and effective network access a reality. No matter where
work takes you, iPass Open Mobile provides on-demand global connectivity to the corporate network
through Mobile Broadband (3G), Wi-Fi, Ethernet, and dial-up around the world. Open Mobile
administrators can centrally manage policies for access and security, allowing IT staff to enforce
different actions based on specific events occurring on a user’s system and control how users connect.
iPass Open Mobile can be customized to automatically launch and monitor other programs such as
VPNs, personal firewalls, anti-virus applications, and Web browsers. This functionality ensures a
secure and controlled session to address the critical requirements of today’s IT departments.
As an administrator, you will use the Open Mobile Portal to configure your Open Mobile profiles, test,
and then deploy clients to your user base. For more information on the Open Mobile Portal, see the
Open Mobile Portal Guide. You can also use Open Mobile Portal to run reports on your user base,
usage patterns, and client deployment.
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Latest Release Documents
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Open Mobile 2.4.x for Windows Quick Start Guide
Open Mobile 2.4.2 for Windows Release Notes
List of Supported Mobile Broadband Devices

Previous Release Documents

Open Mobile for Windows Printable Admin Guide

The Open Mobile for Windows Printable Admin Guide is not an interactive PDF. Its function is strictly
for printing.
●
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Architecture
The Open Mobile for Windows application contains eight main elements, with the ability to add more
elements in the future, either by iPass or by third parties, all interconnected by the iPass service
interface. The service interface is a message-passing mechanism that lets the elements communicate
with one another without being tightly coupled. These elements can be combined into multiple
flexible product offerings.

User Interface
The Open Mobile User Interface (UI) is designed to enable all Open Mobile client functional elements
to interact with the user on an as-needed basis, to show status, get user input, and perform other
functions.
There are two main representations of the Open Mobile UI, one by a main screen UI, and the other by
Windows system tray functions.
The current Open Mobile UI interacts with the Connection Assistant through a custom WCF-based API
called iMobilityService. The other functional elements have little UI interaction.

Connection Assistant
The Open Mobile Connection Assistant is responsible for the Internet connection, whether connected
over Wi-Fi, Ethernet, or Mobile Broadband. It detects the available network adapters, ranks the
networks in the preferred order according to the policy defined by iPass, the partner, or the customer.
Optionally, it automatically connects to the best network. If the network connection is dropped, it can
automatically reconnect.
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The Connection Assistant monitors all network adapters so that it can detect and react to connections
established outside of the Connection Assistant (for example, by the Windows operating system). It
can apply policies to all connections, those established by the iPass Connection Assistant, or those
inherited from other connection managers.
The Open Mobile Connection Assistant is only responsible for the Internet connection. It is not
responsible for policies around connectivity or for managing the VPN, which are handled by other
modules.

Dial Assistant
There is a need to be able to connect to dial networks, in parts of the world where there are no
alternative networks. As worldwide dial usage is shrinking every month, iPass expects that this will
not be a heavily used option.
The user experience for dial is very different than for detected networks, the dial component is being
implemented as a separate element that can be included or omitted, depending on the customer’s
requirements.
The dial assistant will launch from Open Mobile, but will have its interface to manage the dial
connection. It will generate events when the Internet connection is established or lost, so that the
other elements (for example, VPN Assistant) can work seamlessly no matter how the Internet
connection was established.

VPN Assistant
The VPN Assistant component is responsible for creating, monitoring, and tearing down VPN tunnels.
It is alerted when an Internet connection has been established and decides whether a VPN tunnel
should also be established. If the tunnel fails, it can automatically re-establish the VPN tunnel.
The VPN Assistant supports all major VPN clients and is designed so that support for additional VPN
clients can be added without affecting the rest of the Open Mobile client.

Event Assistant
The Event Assistant provides a generalized mechanism to configure actions that should be executed
when an event occurs, such as a change in network state like connecting or disconnecting. When such
an event occurs, the Event Assistant component is responsible for determining what action to take
(for example, launch an application), and executing that action. Multiple actions can be defined for
the same event, and the Event Assistant will take care of executing all the required actions.
http://help-dev.ipass.com/
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Control Assistant
The Control Assistant enables the IT administrator to define policies that are enforced whenever the
user connects to the Internet. One such set of policies is around the launching of applications that
may require an Internet or VPN connection. The Application Launch Assistant provides a way for the IT
administrator or the end user to add shortcuts to launch an application that may need an Internet
connection or a VPN tunnel. When the application is requested, the Application Launch Assistant
determines whether an Internet connection or a VPN tunnel is required, using a configuration file. If
either is required, and not currently available, the Application Launch Assistant will request the
appropriate connection, and then launch the application.
The Policy Enforcer is a new element that is configured with rules that define what processes must be
running or not running, whenever an Internet connection is in use. The Connection Assistant will
check with the Policy Enforcer to ensure that the system complies with policy, before establishing the
Internet connection. Similarly, the VPN Assistant will check with the Policy Enforcer before
establishing a VPN tunnel. The Policy Enforcer will monitor the system to ensure that it stays in
compliance with policy. If it goes out of compliance (for example, if the user stops a required process,
or starts an unapproved process), the Policy Enforcer can try to bring the system back into
compliance (for example, kill the offending process). If it cannot bring the system back into
compliance, it will inform the Connection Assistant to take down the Internet connection.

These are just simple examples of what the Control Assistant can do. Over time, iPass plans to add
more elements to the Control Assistant to monitor more aspects of the system, beyond the running
processes and services.

Update Assistant
The Update Assistant is responsible for communicating with the iPass servers on a regular basis, to
keep the client up to date. It is responsible for uploading data from the client such as connection
records and device diagnostics, and for downloading data to the client, such as new configuration files,
new directory files, and new software. The Update Assistant is also responsible for ensuring that data
uploaded and downloaded is legitimate, and came from a valid iPass server, so that the Open Mobile
client does not load unauthorized software or configurations. All content received from the iPass
server is signed by iPass, and the Update Assistant will verify the signature before accepting the
update.
The Update Assistant is the only required software element that must be included with every iPass
Open Mobile client bundle, to ensure that iPass can manage and evolve the Open Mobile client.
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Services
After Open Mobile is launched, the following services will be running:
●
●
●

●
●

iMobility: services the Open Mobile UI and Dial Assistant.
iMobilityService: handles the Connection Assistant.
iPlatformHost: services the VPN Assistant, Event Assistant, Update Assistant, Software Assistant,
and Control Assistant.
iPlatformService: services the Application Launch Assistant.
omlite: handles the Open Mobile Express client (if enabled).

If one of these services is not running, some application functionality will likely be impaired.

File and Registry Locations
Open Mobile installs files to the following Windows folders:

Default Install Folders
●
●
●

Connection Manager: \Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile
Platform Service: \Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile\omsi
Profiles:
Windows XP: \Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\NGC\Open
Mobile\Profiles
Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8: \Program Data\NGC\Open Mobile\Profiles
❍

❍

Default Program Group
Start | Programs | iPass | Open Mobile

Installation Log File Folder
●

\Users\<currentuser>\AppData\Local\Temp

Program Log File Folder
●
●

Windows XP: \Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\NGC\Logs
Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8: \Program Data\NGC\Logs
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User Preferences Folder
●

●

Windows XP: C:\Documents and Settings\<current user>\Local
Settings\Application Data\NGC
Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8: C:\Users\<currentuser>\AppData\Local\NGC

Registry Locations:
●
●
●

HKLM\SOFTWARE\OM
HKCU\Software\OM
Windows 7 64-bit only: HKLM\software\wow6432node\OM

Open Mobile is designed to run at system startup and be available in the Windows system tray. Any
change to this configuration is outside of the intended product design for Open Mobile and will render
the product unsupported by iPass.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
architecture, registry, services, windows
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Installation
Open Mobile for Windows is distributed in a standard Windows installer package (MSI). The client and
profile are bundled together in an installer that will install both the software and a single configuration
profile.
For information on finding the version number in the installation package, click here.
Software installers are available on the Download Profile page of the Open Mobile Portal. Dialer
plug-in installers are available on the Download Software page.
This page includes details on the following items:
●

System Requirements
Operating System
Additional Software Components
Hardware Requirements
Supported Languages
Required Network Configurations
Supported Hardware
Mobile Broadband Devices
Wi-Fi Devices
Manual Installation
Automated Installation
Silent Installation
Installing in a Supported Language
Note on Imaging
Manual Uninstallation
Automated Uninstallation
Silent Uninstallation
Migrating from iPassConnect
Installation Logs
Open Mobile Tutorial
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

●

❍
❍

●
●

❍
❍

●
●
●

❍

●
●
●

System Requirements
Open Mobile for Windows has the following system requirements:

Operating System
Any of the following:
●

Windows XP (SP3) (32-bit only)
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Windows Vista, Vista SP1 or Vista SP2 (32 or 64-bit)
Windows 7 or Windows 7 SP1 (both 32 or 64-bit)
Windows 8 or Windows 8.1 (32 or 64-bit)

Additional Software Components
●

For Windows XP:
WLAN API and .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 or 4.0 must be installed.
802.1x connections on Windows XP require the Windows hotfix available at
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/958071.
Com+ Event Systelm Com+ System Application, and MSDTC services must be installed and
running.
For Windows Vista:
.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 or 4.0 must be installed (not required for SP1 or later).
❍
❍

❍

●

❍

Hardware Requirements
●
●
●
●
●

1 GHz 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor
1 GB of system memory
512 MB of physical memory
Support for DirectX 9 graphics and 32 MB of graphics memory
At least one connectivity device installed, depending on your intended connection type:
Wi-Fi adapter for a wireless connection.
An iPass-supported Mobile Broadband device, plus appropriate driver software installed.
Ethernet adapter for an Ethernet connection.
56K v90/92 modem for a Dial connection.
DSL modem for a DSL connection.
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

It’s recommended that your screen resolution is at least 1024×768.

Supported Languages
Open Mobile is supported in English, French, German, Japanese, and Spanish.

Required Network Configurations
Click here for a complete list of required network configurations for Open Mobile access.
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Supported Hardware
Mobile Broadband Devices
To use Mobile Broadband connectivity, you need an iPass-supported Mobile Broadband device and a
subscription with the iPass Mobile Broadband service or another Mobile Broadband network carrier.
Open Mobile supports a wide variety of Mobile Broadband devices, and iPass regularly adds support
for more. Contact your iPass account representative if you have questions about support for a specific
device.

If your Mobile Broadband device is not provided by iPass, you should install it and test it for
connectivity with your carrier’s network, using your carrier’s client, before attempting to use it with
Open Mobile.

Wi-Fi Devices
An 802.11b/g wireless device is needed for Wi-Fi connections. Open Mobile supports all standard Wi-Fi
devices with an NDIS 5.1 or later interface.
Installation of Open Mobile with the integrated Nortel VPN requires that the computer be restarted
after the installation completes.

Manual Installation
Installation of Open Mobile requires an account with local administrative privileges. However,
administrative privileges are not required to run Open Mobile.
To install Open Mobile:
1. If you are currently running a previous version of Open Mobile, close it.
2. Double-click the installer .msi file.
3. Follow the prompts to install the software.

Automated Installation
Open Mobile can be installed by software distribution tools, or on the command line, using MSI
installation commands. All standard msiexec command line options are available for use with the
Open Mobile installer.
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Silent Installation
Open Mobile can be installed in silent mode, using standard Windows Installer options, by the
command: msiexec /i <MSI Installer> /qn
<MSI Installer> is the name of the Open Mobile installer. If running from a command prompt, make
sure your command prompt is opened in administrative mode.

Installing in a Supported Language
Open Mobile is supported in English (by default), French, German, Spanish, and Japanese. You can
install the application in French, German, or Japanese by adding the LANGID flag to the command line:
msiexec /i <MSI Installer> LANGID=<Language ID>
Where the value of LANGID is one of the following 4-digit codes:
●
●

●
●
●

1031: German
1033: English (Default value. If no value is specified, or a code is specified that is not supported by
Open Mobile, the installed language will be English.)
1036: French
1041: Japanese
1034: Spanish

Note on Imaging
If you are imaging your computer after installing Open Mobile, the following steps will ensure that
each user can be properly identified in the reports:
1. Delete the file: %programdata%\ngcspap\spap.xml
2. Remove the registry key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\OM\Devicescape\Connectd

Manual Uninstallation
Manual uninstallation of Open Mobile requires administrative rights on the PC. Follow the standard
Windows procedure to uninstall Open Mobile.

Automated Uninstallation
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Open Mobile can be uninstalled through software distribution tools or through the command line.

Silent Uninstallation
Open Mobile can be uninstalled in silent mode using standard Windows Installer options using the
command: msiexec /x OpenMobile.msi /qn
<OpenMobile.msi> is the name of the Open Mobile installer. If running from a command prompt,
make sure your command prompt was opened in administrative mode.

A silent uninstallation will not remove the Open Mobile directory from the registry HKCU key. This
folder will need to be removed manually. It is suggested that an administrator using any deployment
script to remove Open Mobile include explicit functionality to remove this key.

Migrating from iPassConnect
When migrating from iPassConnect, you can have applicable username, password, and domain
credentials automatically migrated from an iPassConnect installation to Open Mobile. Migration is
prompted automatically on the first launch of the Open Mobile.
There is a migration tool available for version 2.4.0 and later. Please contact Tech Support for help
configuring this tool.

Installation Logs
The Open Mobile installation process writes the standard Windows Installer logs, which by default are
written to the %temp% directory. To change the default directory to which they are written, use the
/log command.
Installer log filenames start with “MSI” and end with “log”, with a random string of characters in
between. If troubleshooting an Open Mobile installation, use the latest MSI*.log file from the log
directory.

On Windows XP Pro, installation logs are not created by default. In order to create an installation log,
use the command line with an additional /log switch, as follows: “msiexec.exe /i OpenMobile.msi /qn
/log”

Open Mobile Tutorial
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Open Mobile includes a Flash tutorial, accessible from the system tray icon, intended to get new users
up and running quickly. To launch the tutorial, right-click the system tray icon and pick Tutorial.
installation, tutorial, requirements
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Open Mobile Profiles
An Open Mobile profile is a set of customization options that determine the features, policy settings,
and behavior of the Open Mobile client. Profiles are convenient way to address the connectivity needs
of different segments of your user base. For example, one Open Mobile profile could be maintained
for your sales department, and another profile could be maintained for your telecommuting workforce.
You can maintain any number of profiles.
Each profile is assigned a profile ID, a version number, and a status, and is enabled for a specific
version of the Open Mobile software.
A profile template is a collection of pre-configured settings that can be used as the basis for new
profile. Using profile templates to create new profiles can speed profile creation and standardize the
user experience.

The Profile Lifecycle
The profile management lifecycle includes the following phases:
●

●

●

Configuration: During the Configuration phase, you configure a profile using the Configuration
tools in the Open Mobile Portal. You choose the settings for connectivity, policy, and security for
your users. When a profile is being configured, it is considered a draft and has the status of In
Progress. You may only have one profile at a time with a status of In Progress.
Testing: During the Testing phase, a profile is tested with a limited set of users to make sure it fully
addresses the requirements of the set of Open Mobile users for which it is intended. Modifications
made to a profile during testing will create a new version of the profile. Profiles being tested have a
status of Test. You may have any number of Test profiles.
Production: Profiles in Production may be deployed to your Open Mobile user base and have the
status of Production. You may have any number of Production profiles.

Open Mobile Express
The Open Mobile Express client is a streamlined version of the Windows client with only Wi-Fi and VPN
capabilities. To create an Open Mobile Express client, on the Create a Profile page, select Open
Mobile Lite <version number> in the Software Version drop-down list.

More Information
For more information on creating and using profiles, see Manage Profiles.
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User Interface
Open Mobile enables you to connect to thousands of access points worldwide, using the global iPass
network, private corporate access points, or even personal access points that you can define. You can
use any of several connection types, including Mobile Broadband, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, and dial, and
securely access to both the Internet and your corporate resources. You will need valid iPass
credentials to log in to your selected access point.

Your exact Open Mobile capabilities may vary from the general description given here, as different
enterprises may enable different types of connections. Check with your support Help Desk for more
information on the specifics of your Open Mobile configuration.

Available Networks
Open Mobile can automatically detect local broadband networks and makes it easy for you to connect
to them. Depending on your laptop, the Available Networks listing can display accessible Mobile
Broadband, Wi-Fi, and personal networks.
If in a locale with many networks, only a few are shown in the Available Networks list. Click Show
More to display all detected networks. (The number in parentheses indicates the number of
additional detected networks.) Click Show Less to return to the previous view.
Click Refresh to refresh the list of Available Networks.
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If you have a Mobile Broadband device and an account with a Mobile Broadband carrier, Open
Mobile will automatically scan for your Mobile Broadband network.
If your laptop is equipped with Wi-Fi, Open Mobile will automatically scan your area for local Wi-Fi
hotspots.
If you connect an Ethernet or DSL network to your computer, Open Mobile will automatically detect
the network and display it for connection.

Just select an available network, click Connect, sign in with valid credentials, and you will be
connected. (For an iPass-enabled network, use your standard iPass credentials to log in.)
Click Details to see the details of your current connection.
Icons next to each network listing give additional information.

The System Tray Icon
When Open Mobile is running, its program icon is displayed in the Windows system tray. You can use
this icon to perform a number of program tasks.
•Left-click the Open Mobile icon to display a smaller version of the Open Mobile interface.
•Double-click the icon to launch the full Open Mobile interface.
•Right-click the icon to show a detailed program menu. Depending on the options you have
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configured, this menu may include these options:
Menu Item
Description
Application Name or URL
Launch the application, or launch the URL in a Web browser.
Online Hotspot Finder
Locate a Wi-Fi hotspot (must be online).
Smartphone Client Information Learn more about the smartphone versions of Open Mobile.
Connect to VPN
Connect to the integrated VPN.
Generate Passcode
(If enabled) Generates a passcode for token authentication.
Open
Launch Open Mobile.
Update
Update Open Mobile.
Options
Adjust your Open Mobile preferences.
Tutorial
Launch the Open Mobile tutorial.
About
Display version and profile information.
Exit
Disconnect and quit Open Mobile.

Display Preferences
Display preferences control the way Open Mobile is presented.
To set display preferences:
1. In the Open Mobile window, select Options > Preferences > Display.
2. The following display preferences may be set:
Minimize on Connect: After connecting, Open Mobile will minimize to the system tray icon.
Show Popup Messages: Connection and disconnection popup alerts will be shown from the
system tray icon.
Show Quick Launch Toolbar: The Quick Launch Toolbar will be displayed in the Open Mobile
interface.
Preferred Language: Select your preferred display language from the drop-down list, and then
exit and re-launch Open Mobile to see your selected language displayed.
❍
❍

❍

❍

Information on where these preferences can be found in the registry (for use with deployment tools)
can be found on this page: Display Preferences in the Registry.
Go to Open Mobile for Windows Help.
user interface, windows
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Connectivity
Open Mobile supports a variety of network connectivity types, including Mobile Broadband, Wi-Fi,
Ethernet, DSL, and dial. These types can be individually enabled in the Open Mobile Portal, to permit
only the connectivity types you prefer.
Hotspot Finder: The iPass website includes a Hotspot finder that can be used to locate iPass
Network access points, located at http://hotspot-finder.ipass.com/. However, Open Mobile can also be
used to connect to non-iPass network access points, making Open Mobile truly a universal connection
manager. When online, the Hotspot Finder can also be launched directly from within Open Mobile
through the system tray icon.

Mobile Broadband
Open Mobile serves as a universal Mobile Broadband (3G) connection manager that can be used with
more than 125 Mobile Broadband adapters, including embedded and external adapters. For a
complete list of support devices, see the document Supported Mobile Broadband Devices, available
from the iPass Portal.
In order to utilize a Mobile Broadband adapter with Open Mobile, the hardware drivers for the adapter
must first be installed on the user’s machine. In addition, the card must also be activated and ready
for service.
When Open Mobile detects a Mobile Broadband adapter, it will attempt to detect an available wireless
signal. Detected networks will appear in the Available Networks list. The end user can then select the
Mobile Broadband network and connect.
Mobile Broadband networks can also be configured for Auto-Connect.
Open Mobile can display usage statistics for Mobile Broadband adapters. (Click Options | Usage
Stats.) Customers with pricing plans based on usage can quickly determine their accumulated usage.

Open Mobile should be exited or the iMobility service should be stopped before upgrading any Mobile
Broadband drivers or related software such as SDKs. Otherwise, Open Mobile will crash during the
installation.

Usage Alerts
To minimize costs, you can configure thresholds for roaming and non-roaming usage, and then have
users alerted when their usage approaches or exceeds these thresholds. You can also choose to have
users disconnected from the network when their usage exceeds the thresholds you set.
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SMS
If the user has an SMS-compatible device, you can configure Open Mobile to receive SMS messages
directly. These will be displayed in the Open Mobile interface. Users with 1.4 or later clients can also
send replies to received messages.

Open Device Framework
Although over 100 Mobile Broadband device models are fully integrated in Open Mobile, the Open
Device Framework (ODF) toolkit enables you to integrate and use other devices not officially
supported by iPass. Consult the iPass ODF Training Workbook for more information.

Wi-Fi
Open Mobile serves as a universal Wi-Fi connection manager that can be used to connect to various
types of Wi-Fi networks.

Open Mobile relies on Windows OS WLAN capabilities. If this capability has been disabled by the user,
or by some other Wi-Fi connection manager that does not utilize Windows OS WLAN, Open Mobile will
not be able to function for Wi-Fi connectivity.

Network Types
Open Mobile can be used to connect to home and other personal Wi-Fi networks.
●

●

●

Private and public Wi-Fi: if the proper credentials are used, Open Mobile can be used to connect to
Wi-Fi hotspots in hotels, cafes and other venues.
Home Wi-Fi: home Wi-Fi networks can be added to the user’s Personal Networks list, enabling quick
and easy connections at home.
Campus Networks and On-Campus Roaming: if On Campus Roaming is enabled, users can log in to a
corporate network and then roam a corporate campus without having to log in repeatedly.

Open Mobile only supports use of a single WLAN adapter at any one time.

Security
Open Mobile supports the following security types:
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Open (None)
WEP-Open (key index 1-4)
WEP-Shared (key index 1-4)
WPA-PSK/TKIP
WPA-PSK/AES
WPA2-PSK/TKIP
WPA2-PSK/AES

In addition, connectivity to non-broadcast networks is supported.

iPass Hotspot Connectivity
Open Mobile can be used to connect to Wi-Fi hotspots that are part of the iPass network. Using Open
Mobile at these locations with an accompanying iPass account allows the user to bypass the normal
login and billing associated with that location.
Log in to an iPass hotspot may fail if the user's credentials need to be updated, or in rare cases, a
non-iPass hotspot is incorrectly detected as an iPass hotspot because it shares an SSID with an iPass
hotspot. If a login attempt to an iPass Hotspot fails, Open Mobile will provide the following choices:
●
●
●
●

●

Retry: Restart the log in process.
Log in manually: Log in using the network provider’s page in a browser window.
Cancel: Cancel the connection and try another network.
Ignore: Continue to be associated to the network without logging in. You may have access to some
internal network services such as printers and shared servers but you may not have access to the
Internet.
Help: Open the help file.

Non-iPass Hotspot Connectivity
Open Mobile can also be used to assist with login at hotspots that are not part of the iPass network
service.
If a hotspot login procedure is needed, Open Mobile launches a small browser window that allows the
user to complete the log in to that hotspot. The user can click the box next to Remember this login
and Open Mobile will attempt to automatically log in whenever the user connects to that network
(without launching the browser window). The user can click Launch external browser if there is any
trouble viewing the page or the user prefers to log in through an external browser (such as Chrome,
Internet Explorer, Firefox, or Safari). After logging in, Open Mobile will complete any other procedures
that the administrator has configured for that user (such as VPN launch, Event Action launch, and so
on.)
The browser login window has a non-configurable timeout of 5 minutes.
Browser login, by design, bypasses any proxy settings a user might have configured in preferred
browser settings. Self-contained browser login simplifies the user experience, since the user does not
need to change proxy settings temporarily to log in, and the browser does not need to rely on a proxy
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server.

On-Campus Roaming (OCR)
If On-Campus Roaming (OCR) is enabled, users can log in to a corporate network with an 802.1x
connection. Although Wi-Fi is ubiquitous, security and authentication standards may widely vary from
location to location. OCR enables users to be more productive on a far-flung corporate campus, and
allows easy access for guests and contractors, without needing to use multiple connection managers.
Campus hotspots are automatically detected and presented as Wi-Fi networks. Open Mobile sets the
proper SSID and security method. OCR hotspots can include any or all of the policy enforcement
settings that other Wi-Fi hotspots can include.
Open Mobile supports the following authentication types for use with OCR, on the listed Windows
platforms.
Type
Windows 8 Windows 7 Windows Vista Windows XP (SP3 only)
EAP-TLS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
PEAP-GTC
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
PEAP-MSCHAPV2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
PEAP-TLS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
TTLS-MSCHAPV2
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
TTLS-GTC
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
TTLS-PAP
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
EAP-FAST-MSCHAPV2 Yes
Yes
Yes
No
FAST-GTC
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
FAST-TLS
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
In addition, Open Mobile supports 64-bit Windows OS platforms with multiple certificate environments.

802.1x connections on Windows XP require the appropriate Windows hotfix available from the
Microsoft support site.
Individual Network Settings: In addition, OCR connections can be configured by individual users. A
profile setting in the Open Mobile Portal enables a user to save OCR connection settings to an
exportable file, which can then be collected by IT administrators for use by other users. For more
information on exporting OCR settings, consult the tech note Configuring OCR with Open Mobile for
Windows.

Inherited Connections
Open Mobile will detect Wi-Fi connections made with other connection managers that utilize Windows
OS WLAN capabilities and can inherit such connections, becoming the connection manager of choice.
The user can view the status and usage statistics for those sessions, and can even use Open Mobile to
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disconnect from them. An inherited connection can launch an integrated VPN, if one is configured.
However, other policy settings will not be enforced.
Data is collected from inherited connections, and will be displayed in Open Mobile Insight reports.

If Open Mobile fails to detect the Internet on an inherited Wi-Fi connection, then no DataCollector
record is generated.

OpenAccess
You can make the free OpenAccess Wi-Fi access points available to your users in the iPass Portal. Use
of an OpenAccess hotspot will not incur the user any cost to connect and are marked with this icon:
For some free networks, Open Mobile may display both the free, OpenAccess version and the iPass
(pay) version of the network.
If a user attempts to connect to a free OpenAccess network and the connection fails, then if there is
an alternate iPass network available, the user will be connected to the iPass network instead.
However, depending on your access plan, there may be an additional charge incurred for connection
to the iPass access point. This capability is currently not configurable.

Auto-Connect for Wireless Connections
The Auto-Connect feature lets users automatically connect to their preferred wireless networks, either
by Mobile Broadband or by Wi-Fi. Networks can include Mobile Broadband, personal Wi-Fi, or iPass
Wi-Fi network access points. In addition, the user can choose to prefer known Wi-Fi or instead to
always select Mobile Broadband for automatic connectivity. Properly configured, Auto-Connect can
make connecting to the Internet a ‘zero-click’ experience.
If Auto-Connect is enabled, Open Mobile will automatically re-connect to a network when the user is
unintentionally disconnected. Auto-reconnect helps automate the connection process if the user
temporarily loses signal or loses a connection because of some other factor.
You can enable Auto-Connect policies in the Open Mobile Portal. (The Auto-Connect setting for
personal networks is enabled by individual users in Open Mobile, under Options.)

For a true Auto-Connect experience, you should also make sure that the Save Password option is
turned on, or else users will be prompted to enter their passwords upon each connection.
When multiple networks are available in the same location, Open Mobile uses a sophisticated
algorithm for determining which network to choose for Auto-Connect. This algorithm chooses from the
available networks using a combination of connection history, signal strength, user preference, and
administrator-defined preferences.
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If a user chooses to disconnect, it would not be desirable to be automatically re-connected to the
same network. As a result, manually disconnecting from a network will automatically turn off
Auto-Connect for all networks. Auto-Connect will be turned back on automatically after the user
establishes another connection, reboots, or returns from sleep or hibernation mode.

Prefer, Prohibit, Rename (PPR) Networks
Special rules to prefer or prohibit networks can be set for individual networks in your Wi-Fi and Mobile
Broadband directories, as well as for different security types, controlling how Open Mobile will display
these networks to users. Prefer and prohibit rules supersede any Network Policy settings.
●

●

●

Preferred Networks: A network (name or MAC address) defined as preferred will always be used
for connections (if possible), and shown at the top of the Available Networks list.
Prohibited Networks: A network (name or MAC address) defined as prohibited will never be used
for connections. A prohibited network can be shown as disabled or even hidden entirely from the
user.
Rename: A rule can also be used to rename a network in the list of Available Networks, choosing a
display name that is clearer and more convenient for your users. For example, if your corporate
network has a non-descript SSID (for example, corp-hq-east), Open Mobile could display the SSID as
something friendlier like My Corporate Network.
Annotation: In addition to display name, an annotation can be used to explain details about the
network, which would be displayed to users in Open Mobile when the network is detected.
Disabled Security Types: You can set a policy to disable a single security type, such as
WPA-PSK-AES, from use in Open Mobile.
❍

●

Ethernet
Open Mobile can be used to connect to hotel Ethernet locations that are part of the iPass Network.
Open Mobile users connecting at these locations can use their iPass credentials to log in and are
charged at iPass rates.

One Network or Multiple Networks at a Time
One Network at a Time (ONAAT)
The One Network at a Time (ONAAT) feature is enabled by default and controls which networks take
precedence over other networks when a connection is already established. ONAAT automatically
disconnects any detected Wi-Fi and Mobile Broadband sessions when an Ethernet connection is
detected, to help control connectivity costs and aid in Ethernet anti-bridging. The chart below shows
the result to an existing connection when a new connection is established.
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Second Connection Type

Mobile
Broadband
Ethernet
Ethernet connected.
connected. All
Ethernet connected. All other
Ethernet N/A
All other connections
other
connections terminated.
terminated.
connections
terminated.
If both connections are on the
same device, the first is
Ethernet
First connection is
First connection
disconnected and the second
connected. All disconnected, and
is disconnected,
connection is established. If
Wi-Fi
other
the second
and the second
second connection is made on
connections
connection is
connection is
different Wi-Fi device, both
terminated.
established.
established.
connections are maintained
and shown in Open Mobile.
Ethernet
Inherited Wi-Fi
First connection will be
connected. All connection will be
Inherited
terminated by Windows and Both are shown
other
terminated, new
Wi-Fi
second connection will be
as connected.
connections
Wi-Fi connection
established.
terminated.
established
First connection is
disconnected, and
the second
Ethernet
connection is
connected. All
Both are shown. Inherited
Mobile
established. (Note:
other
Wi-Fi will be in
N/A
Broadband
On Windows, if the
connections
connected/associated state.
Wi-Fi connection is
terminated.
non-Open Mobile,
both are shown as
connected.)
Ethernet

Wi-Fi

Inherited Wi-Fi

Multiple Networks at a Time (MNAAT)
When enabled in the Open Mobile Portal (in Advance Mobile Broadband Settings and Advanced Wi-Fi
Settings), Open Mobile allows the client to stay connected to multiple networks at a time. If this
feature is enabled, for example, a user can stay connected to a Mobile Broadband or Wi-Fi network
while they dock their laptop to connect by Ethernet, and then, the user will not have to re-establish
the Mobile Broadband or Wi-Fi connection when they undock.

Dial and ISDN Connections
Open Mobile can be used to establish dial-up connections in more than 100 countries. If dial-up
connections are enabled, the user can search for dial-up access points by country, city, and in some
countries, state or prefecture. The iPass network includes ISDN access points as well; proper ISDN
hardware is required for connection.
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Dial Properties
Dial-up connections may require the user to configure special settings, called dial properties. These
can include the following:
●

●

Dialing Prefix: When using Open Mobile for establishing dial-up connections, it may be important to
set a dialing prefix, such as a 9, if calling from a hotel room or an extension in an office building. Use
a comma character (“,”) to represent a short pause if needed after the dialing prefix.
Dial Location: The user also has an option to set the dial location. In most cases, the default value of
Location same as selected number is the correct setting as the user will want to use a local phone
number. In those cases where a local number is not, the user can change this setting to indicate the
correct dialing location. This will assist Open Mobile in determining the right dialing sequence.

DSL
Open Mobile supports DSL connectivity over PPPoE connections.

Corporate Network Detection
Open Mobile can be configured to detect when a user is connected to a corporate or campus network
at a given venue. Corporate network detection (CND) is important if you want Open Mobile to apply
VPN launch policies to users. For example, using a CND test, a user's VPN can be configured to launch
when only connected to the Internet and not to a corporate network.

Corporate Network Test Methods
A variety of different test methods are available for CND testing. Typically, a CND test will involve
either checking a local test criterion (such as a specific registry entry on the machine), or a remote
test criterion (such as whether a specific URL can be reached). Local tests are preferred to remote
tests, since these tend to be faster and do not affect network traffic. CND tests for an Open Mobile
profile are configured in the Open Mobile Portal. A detailed summary of these tests is given here.
The complexity and number of tests used will depend upon the size and uniqueness of the corporate
network being detected. Multiple tests can improve the chances of making a successful corporate
network detection. In some cases, a combination of tests is required to determine whether Open
Mobile detects a corporate network.
For example, in the course of connecting, a user could receive a DHCP IP address within the normal
DHCP IP range. However, because public addressing is used, the same user could receive the same
DHCP IP address on an entirely different network. By adding a second corporate network detection
method, such as detection by DNS Server address, you can ensure that corporate networks are more
accurately detected.
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Note that configuring too many corporate network detection methods can significantly affect the
performance of the Open Mobile client, as each test method uses processing time, and may use
network bandwidth as well. You should use as few methods as possible to get the optimal
performance results for your users.

Internet Connection Testing
Upon connecting, Open Mobile performs an Internet Connection network test to determine whether
the user has an Internet connection. The Internet Connection test is also known as an amion (“Am I
On?”) test.
By default, an HTTP request is sent to an iPass Web sniff server (sniff1.i-pass.com or
sniff2.i-pass.com). If a valid response to the request is received, Open Mobile proceeds with actions
requiring an Internet connection, such as VPN launch or other configured event actions. Typically, a
check of these URLs requires the following:
●
●

Whitelisting the URL of the sniff server, or,
Configuring an alternate URL visible to users both inside and outside the corporate network.

However, for some customers, neither of these steps may be optimal for their own network
requirements. For example, there may be a security issue associated with whitelisting a specific URL.
In addition, alternate URLs visible to users both inside and outside the network at the same time may
not be available. To accommodate such customers, in Windows 1.4.1 clients, the amion test uses
these supplemental steps.
●

●

●

●

Amion tests will be performed with basic proxy settings (including authenticated proxy with
Windows credentials).
Amion tests will check local Corporate Network Detection (CND) rules before issuing an HTTP
request. If the local CND rule passes, the user will also be deemed to be on the Internet.
To reduce performance impact from checking multiple URLs, amion tests will try alternate URLs in
parallel when more than one URL is configured. As soon as any URL tested yields a positive result,
the user will be deemed to be on the Internet.
Amion tests will only try alternate URLs when the other tests have failed.

Antivirus Solutions and Amion: Some antivirus solutions can interfere with amion testing, or block it
completely. You should make sure that the sniff server URLS are accessible by Open Mobile through
any antivirus solution configured on the host system. You may need to whitelist the URLs in your
antivirus software in order to ensure accessibility.
Go to Open Mobile for Windows Help.
amion, corporate network detection, dial, hotspot finder, ocr, odf, windows
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Account Definitions
An account definition is comprised of the specific credential types required for a successful login.
When logging in to Open Mobile, users are prompted for the required credentials for the account
definition, based on the settings you configure.
For example, one account definition may require username and password, while another may require
a password and domain name but no username. Account definitions are created in the Open Mobile
Portal.
You can create multiple account definitions as needed, but you must create at least one for use on
the iPass network that includes username, password, and domain.

An account definition represents the attributes used to create an account. It does not represent a
particular user’s login credentials.

Credential Types
Credential types are highly configurable to accommodate a variety of login and authentication
schemes. This allows you take granular control over the user’s login experience. For example, you can
control whether or not the user is prompted for a domain prefix when logging in, or whether the prefix
is pre-supplied.
●

●
●

The field labels for accounts in Open Mobile can be changed and customized. For example, you can
change the label Username to another value, such as Login Name.
The values of several attributes may be pre-populated.
Field Labels even can be hidden so that the information never needs to be entered by the end user.

Account credentials can be configured as follows:
●
●

●

●

●
●

Username: username can be re-labeled, pre-populated, and hidden from the end user.
Password: password can be re-labeled, pre-populated, and hidden from the end user. In addition,
you can control how Open Mobile caches the password, and set the duration of the cache: forever,
until Open Mobile is restarted, until sleep or hibernation, a specific interval, or never.
Domain: domain can be re-labeled. You can also choose to allow the user to enter the domain,
select it from a drop-down list of previously entered domains, or to use a specific domain.
Token: Soft authentication token can be re-labeled, pre-populated, and hidden from the end user.
You can also specify how long Open Mobile will save the token.
Prefix: prefix can be re-labeled, pre-populated, and hidden from the end user.
Authentication Format: In some cases, an authentication format that differs from the standard
iPass authentication may be desired. You can use any of the following tokens to assign a format to
the authentication string for the profile: %a for prefix, %u for username, and %d for domain. Your
iPass technical contact will be able to advise you on how to define an alternate authentication
format for your Open Mobile profile.
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Account Settings
Account Name
An account name is an identifier to differentiate between multiple accounts. Some examples of
account names:
●
●
●

Internet
VPN
Campus Network

Account Description
When defining a user account, the administrator can configure a description that will appear in the
prompt the user will receive when entering that account name. Use the description that might help
the user remember what username and password to use for this account. Some examples:
●
●

“This is the same username/password used for Acme Corporation email accounts.”
“This is your Active Directory username/password.”

Username
A username is required for authentication on the iPass network. In addition to authentication, this
username will be used in reporting statistics. You can configure username as follows:
Option

Description
The label for the Username field can be changed. For example, if your
organization uses employee IDs for user accounts, the label for the username field
Field Label
can be changed to read Employee ID, which would help instruct the user as to
what value to use for this account.
User Text Entry Requires users to type their own username.
You can choose to pre-fill the username field with a pre-set value. Pre-filled
usernames can be helpful if you want all users to share the same Internet account.
Pre-Filled
Note: The Pre-filled Username option is not recommended. Sharing the same
Username
account may not be allowed as part of your iPass agreement, and even so, using a
universal account can make reporting, troubleshooting, and recovery of a
compromised account difficult.
If enabled, the username field is pre-populated with the logged-in Windows
Use Windows
username. You can then choose whether to allow edits to the pre-populated field,
Username
or whether to hide the username field completely.
Allow Edit
If enabled, the user can edit the pre-populated username.
Hide Field
If enabled, the field will be hidden from the user.
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Password
A password is required for authentication on the iPass network. Although an Open Mobile password
can be any number of characters in length, some iPass providers support only a RADIUS limit of 15
characters for password size. As a result, Open Mobile users with passwords longer than 15
characters may encounter issues at some network locations.

Password Encryption
An Open Mobile is encrypted in three ways when it is stored locally: first, by characteristics derived
from the user; second, by machine characteristics; and third, using an AES 256 key.
iSEEL: If a password is to be transmitted over the iPass network, the local encryption is not used.
Instead, public key cryptography (specifically, elliptical curve cryptography) is used to encrypt it. The
password is not decrypted until it reaches the iPass POD Transaction Center. This encryption scheme
is known as iSEEL (iPass End-to-End Encrypted Login).
iSEEL is an integral part of the iPass network and cannot be disabled. However, iSEEL is not enabled
for locations that cannot support it.
Depending on the type of connection, there may be additional encryption with iSEEL.
●

●

●

For instance, with a Wi-Fi connection, the iSEEL-encrypted password would be passed through SSL
encryption because of the SSL communication between PC and Wi-Fi gateway.
For dial connections, when PAP is used iSEEL would be used to encrypt the password. However,
when CHAP is used, only a hash of the password is sent, which is subsequently encrypted using
iSEEL.
For iSEEL-enabled locations, the total limit of username, plus password, plus domain name, is 34
characters.
Option

Description
The label for the Password field can be changed. For example, if you configured
Field Label
the label for username to be Email Username, you could also configure the label
for the password to be Email Password.
User Text Entry Requires users to type their own password.
Sets the amount of time Open Mobile will cache the user’s password. The cache
Cache Duration options available are: forever, until restart of Open Mobile, until sleep or
hibernation, a specific period of time, or not at all.
iPass Open Mobile can be configured to allow the user to save the password.
Save Password
(Cache duration must be set at Forever.)
You can choose to pre-fill the password field with a value. Pre-filled password can
be helpful if you want all users to share the same Internet account. Note:
Pre-filled
Pre-populated passwords are stored in clear text in the profile XML files. If a
Password
password is particularly sensitive, it is recommended that you do not pre-populate
it in Open Mobile accounts.
Allow Edit
If enabled, the user can edit the pre-populated password.
Hide Field
You can choose to hide a pre-filled password field from users completely.
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Valid Password Values
An Open Mobile password (for client connections or Portal logins) may include any of these characters:
●
●

Alphanumeric: A-Z, a-z, 0-9.
Special: accent mark (`), approximation mark (~), exclamation point (!), at-sign (@), pound sign (#),
dollar sign ($), percentage (%), carat (^), ampersand (&), asterisk (*), left or right parenthesis, dash
(-), underscore (_), equals sign( = ), plus sign (+), left or right bracket ({ }), left or right square
bracket ([ ]), slash (/), backslash (\), pipe (|), colon( : ), semicolon(;), question mark (?), period (.),
apostrophe (‘), comma (,), quotation mark (”), greater than sign(>), less than sign (<), space ( ).

Unicode characters are not supported for Open Mobile passwords.

Domain
A routing domain is required for iPass authentication. The routing domain is used to differentiate one
customer’s users from another and is established during the initial setup of service with iPass.
The routing domain does not have to be a registered Internet domain or even in the format of an
Internet domain. However, It must be unique across the iPass customer base.
If the routing domain field is not used for iPass authentication routing, it can be used for
authentication routing on the customer network. For instance, in a multiple domain Active Directory
model, a domain name may be necessary to differentiate usernames that might exist in more than
one domain (for example, jdoe@europe.acme.com instead of jdoe@asia.acme.com).
Fully Qualified Domains: A pre-filled domain may be fully qualified. However, you can you can only
configure domains with a root suffix that matches a domain which is already registered to you. For
example, if you were configuring a domain for example1.com, then sales.example1.com would be an
acceptable fully qualified domain, but sales.example2.com would not be.
Options
Display Name

Description
The label for the Domain field can be changed.
You can choose to pre-fill the domain field with a fixed value. If the domain field
is used for iPass authentication and only one domain is to be used, then
Pre-Filled Domain
pre-filling the domain field (and making it non-editable) will ensure that the user
utilizes the correct domain name.
You can choose to pre-configure a list of domains from which the user can
Drop-Down List
choose.
Allows users to type in their own domain name. (If the user could be part of a
User Text Entry large list of domains, or the profile in use is shared among multiple customers,
then this is the most desirable option.)
Allow Edit
If enabled, the user can edit the pre-populated domain.
Hide Field
You can choose to hide a pre-filled domain field from users completely.

Authentication Token
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Open Mobile supports RSA authentication tokens as part of an account definition. RSA token
authentication is supported on 802.1x networks using PEAP-GTC protocol as part of ON-Campus
Roaming and for Cisco AnyConnect and Juniper VPNs. See Connectivity for more information.
Option
Description
Token Type
A hard token is a hardware device, while a soft token is represented by software.
Field Label
The label for the Token field can be changed.
User Text Entry Requires users to enter the RSA token.
You can choose to pre-fill the token field with a value. Pre-filled tokens can be
helpful if you want all users to share the same Internet account. Note: This
Pre-filled Token selection is not recommended. Pre-populated tokens are stored in clear text in the
profile XML files. If a token is particularly sensitive, it is recommended that you do
not pre-populate it in Open Mobile accounts.
Sets the amount of time Open Mobile will cache the user’s password. The cache
Cache Duration options available are: forever, until restart of Open Mobile, until sleep or
hibernation, a specific period of time, or not at all.
iPass Open Mobile can be configured to allow the user to save the password.
Save Password
(Cache duration must be set at Forever.)

Prefix
If the routing domain field is needed for customer authentication routing, then a routing prefix field
can be enabled. If chosen, this value must be unique across the iPass customer base. A routing prefix
can be used to differentiate one customer’s users from another. This prefix is typically established
during the initial establishment of service with iPass.
Options
Field Label

Description
The label for the Prefix field can be changed.
Allows users to type in the prefix name. Note: If the prefix is not recognized by
User Text Entry iPass, the connection will not succeed. As a result, it is recommended that you
disable this option.
Administrators can choose to pre-fill the prefix field with a fixed value. This is the
Pre-Filled Prefix
most commonly used option.
If enabled, the user can edit the pre-populated prefix. Note: If the prefix is not
Allow Edit
recognized by iPass, the connection will not succeed. As a result, it is
recommended that you disable this option.
You can choose to hide a pre-filled prefix field from users completely. This is the
Hide Field
most commonly used option.

Authentication Format
In some cases, an authentication format that differs from the standard iPass authentication may be
desired. You can use any of the following tokens to assign attributes to the authentication string for
the profile, for example %a for prefix, %u for username, and %d for domain. Each attribute (prefix,
username, etc.) added to the authentication string has to be enabled for the Account.

In Windows clients before 1.4.1, Open Mobile automatically appends a forward slash character (/) to
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the end of the %a token. However, for Windows 1.4.1 and later clients, you must add in the slash
character manually after the customer prefix.
Your iPass technical contact can advise you on how to define an alternate authentication format for an
Open Mobile profile. For more information please see the Portal Guide.

Account Pre-Population Utility
Open Mobile includes a utility that enables you to pre-set the values for username, password, and
domain for a particular user account.
To pre-populate username, password and domain:
1. Launch the Windows command line.
2. Change to the iPass\Open Mobile\omsi directory.
3. Type: epcmd.exe iPass.AccountManager.SetUserCredential /a [Account Type] /u
[Username] /p [Password] /d [DomainName]
4. /a, /u, /p, and /d are optional switches. Use one or more of these to indicate Account Type,
Username, Password, and Domain Name, followed by the actual value of the parameter. If the
account does not include a given parameter, then it may be omitted.
5. Press Enter. The requested values are set.

Proxy Settings
If your users connect through a proxy server, you can choose the method of authentication to the
proxy. The authentication can be performed using local Windows domain credentials, or you can
choose the credentials from a specific account definition. You can also select the maximum number of
authentications Open Mobile will perform in a 24-hour period.

In Windows 1.4.x and earlier clients, Open Mobile includes a (non-configurable) ability to authenticate
to proxy servers using Windows domain credentials. However, in Windows 2.x clients, in order to
authenticate to proxy servers, you must affirm whether to use Windows domain credentials or
whether to use separate account credentials. This applies both to new Windows 2.x profiles and to
profiles upgraded to Windows 2.x from earlier versions.
Go to Open Mobile for Windows Help.
authentication format, password, username, accounts, credentials, iseel, domain, prefix, windows
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Branding
The Open Mobile interface can be branded, enabling you to impose a brand identity with company
colors, logos, and text strings. You can maintain any number of distinct brands, and each can be
assigned to a different Open Mobile profile. A client brand comprises the set of icons, images, text
strings, additional help content, and colors you choose to include in the client’s look and feel.
The complete list of client branding options are included in the following tables. If no element is
branded, a default is used.

Windows version 2.x
Client Elements
Requirement
Brand Name
Brand Name
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters. Required.
Software Version
2.x
Core Branding
Logo
300px (w) x 35px (h), PNG format , file size max 11 KB
Application Title
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters
System Tray Image
16px (w) x 16px (h), PNG format, file size max 11 KB
Taskbar Icon
32px (w) x 32px (h) , ICO format, file size max 500 KB
Additional Branding
OpenAccess Icon
20px (w) x 20px (h) , PNG format, file size max 11 KB
iPass Icon
20px (w) x 20px (h) , PNG format, file size max 11 KB
Custom Mobile Broadband
20px (w) x 20px (h) , PNG format, file size max 11 KB
Custom Wi-Fi
20px (w) x 20px (h) , PNG format, file size max 11 KB
Title Text Color
Hexadecimal color value
Titlebar Color
Hexadecimal color value
Additional Help Title
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters. See Brand Help File.
Additional Help Content
Maximum file size 800 KB. See Brand Help File.
Alternate Help Title
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters
Alternate Help Content
Maximum file size 800 KB
RSS Feed URL
Valid URL. See Brand RSS Feed.
First Launch Tutorial
None. 1)
Device Notification
None. See Brand Device Notification.
Device Notification (U.S. English) Version 2.1.0 or later, valid XML. See Brand Device Notification.
Device Notification (French)
Version 2.1.0 or later, valid XML. See Brand Device Notification.
Device Notification (German)
Version 2.1.0 or later, valid XML. See Brand Device Notification.
Device Notification (Japanese)
Version 2.1.0 or later, valid XML. See Brand Device Notification.
Choose a search provider
Valid XML. See Brand Search.
Internet Links
http://help-dev.ipass.com/
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Alphanumeric string. See Brand Internet Links.
Valid URL. See Brand Internet Links.
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters.
Relative path may not include characters such as /:*?”<> |.
Environmental variables may be included.
Note: Though the Portal recommendation is 16px (w) x 16px (h),
the image should have a higher resolution to avoid pixelation (32 x
32, 64 x 64, or 128 x 128 as long as the file is smaller than 500 KB
limit), ICO format, file size max 500 KB

Windows version 1.x
Client Elements
Brand Name
Brand Name
Software Version
Image/Icon
Logo
System Tray Image
Taskbar Icon
Expand Arrow
Collapsed Arrow

Requirement
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters. Required.
1.x

312px (w) x 25px (h), PNG format , file size max 11 KB
16px (w) x 16px (h), PNG format, file size max 11 KB
32px (w) x 32px (h), ICO format, file size max 500 KB
20px (w) x 22px (h), PNG format, file size max 11 KB
22px (w) x 20px (h), PNG format , file size max 11 KB
Version 1.3 and later, 20px (w) x 20px (h), PNG format, file size max 11
OpenAccess Icon
KB
Version 1.3 and later, 20px (w) x 20px (h), PNG format, file size max 11
iPass Icon
KB
Version 1.3 and later, 20px (w) x 20px (h), PNG format, file size max 11
Custom Mobile Broadband
KB
Custom Wi-Fi
Version1.3 and later, 20px (w) x 20px (h), PNG format, file size max 11 KB
Text
Application Title
Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters
Version 1.3 and later, Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters. See Brand
Additional Help Title
Help File.
Additional Help Content Version 1.3 and later, Maximum file size 800 KB. See Brand Help File.
Alternate Help Title
Version 1.3 and later, Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters
Alternate Help Content
Version 1.3 and later, Maximum file size 800 KB
Color
Application Name
Hexadecimal color value
Application Bar
Version 1.3 and later, Hexadecimal color value
Header Bar
Hexadecimal color value
Footer Bar
Hexadecimal color value
Network Highlight
Hexadecimal color value
Connect Button
Version 1.3 and later, Hexadecimal color value
Disconnect Button
Version 1.3 and later, Hexadecimal color value
Other Buttons
Version 1.3 and later, Hexadecimal color value
Open Mobile Help - http://help-dev.ipass.com/
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Alphanumeric string, max 35 characters.
Relative path may not include characters such as /:*?”<> |.
Environmental variables may be included.
16px (w) x 16px (h) , ICO format, file size max 500 KB

For more information on Branding, see Manage Brands
Open Mobile for Windows Help.
branding, windows

Windows clients 2.0 and later include an Open Mobile Tutorial, which is launched when the user first
runs Open Mobile. This Tutorial is enabled by default, but can be disabled for branded clients.
1)
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Brand Help File
As part of branding Windows and Mac OS X clients, you can include your own additional help file,
which can supplement, or replace completely, the existing Open Mobile Help file. You can use
additional help to detail company contact information, company-specific procedures or documentation,
or other information you wish to display to users.
If you choose to use Additional Help as part of client branding, you must specify a title for the help as
well as create the actual content for the help.
Additional Help Title
The additional help title will appear as an item on the Open Mobile Help menu.
Additional Help File
The additional help file content must be a single file of any type, up to 800 KB in size, with these
restrictions.
Windows Restrictions:
●

●

A default reader or viewer for the file must be installed on the client computer and associated with
the file type. For example, if you chose to provide Additional Help in PDF format, you must ensure
that an appropriate PDF reader is installed on the client computer and that the reader will be
invoked if the file is opened.
The filename extension must be registered (associated) with the viewer on the client computer.

Mac Restrictions:
●

●

The additional help title will appear as an item in the help menu. The content must be a single
zipped HTML file that has been indexed by the Apple Help Indexer, up to 800KB in size, and
conforms to the Apple Help style. For more information on creating Apple Help, please see Authoring
Apple Help in the Mac OS X Developer Library.
The Help Index must contain the following strings:
<meta name=“AppleTitle” content=“Help Book”/>
<a class=“navlink_left” href=“help:anchor='access' bookID=Help Book”></a>
❍
❍

If HTML is chosen for the Additional Help file, it must be a single, local HTML file, but this HTML file can
link to online content.
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Brand RSS Feed
You can enable an RSS feed in Open Mobile, specifying a single URL for news and headlines to be
streamed to users.
Manage Brands
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Brand Device Notifications
For Windows clients 2.0 and later, Device Notification will send a message to users running Open
Mobile who attach a smartphone or tablet by USB cable if enabled. The message will contain
information about the Open Mobile smartphone clients for iOS and Android.
To customize Device Notification,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Download English translation template.
Edit the strings in the XML file (preserving the tags) and then save the file.
Return to the Create Client Brand page and click Browse next to U.S. English.
Navigate to the XML file that you saved and click Open. The file name will appear in the box.

To localize Device Notification,
1. Click Download English translation template. If you would like to customize the strings, follow
the steps above first.
2. Have the strings translated. You should make sure that the translator preserves the XML format
and all of the tags.
3. After you receive the translations, return to the Create Client Brand page.
4. Next to the appropriate language, click Browse. Navigate to the translated XML file and click
Open. The name of the translated file will appear in the box. Repeat this process for each
translated language.
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Internet Links
Windows and Mac clients include a set of Internet links by default. These include:
●
●

iPass Hotspot Finder: enables users to locate Wi-Fi hotspots worldwide.
Smart Phone Information URL: gives information about the Smartphone versions of Open Mobile.

In addition, you can include a custom Hotspot Finder. Select the Show Custom Hotspot Finder
checkbox, and enter the name and URL of the Hotspot Finder.
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VPN Integration
Open Mobile can be integrated with many popular VPN applications, providing the user with a smooth,
safe connection experience. VPN integration is configured in the Open Mobile Portal. VPN integration
allows Open Mobile to initiate, monitor, and end VPN connections. VPN integration is not required for
Open Mobile; users can still launch VPN solutions independently.
The Graceful Disconnect feature automatically initiates a VPN disconnection prior to completing an
Internet disconnection, which gracefully logs the user off the VPN gateway. This is especially
important in situations where the gateway does not allow simultaneous connections. Some VPN
products do not recognize an unintentional disconnect for several minutes, which would prevent a
subsequent re-connection until that time expired.

Integration Options
The following options are available to configure your VPN integration.
Option
Auto Launch
Auto-Connect

Credential
Pass-Through

Auto-Teardown

On-Demand

Run Hidden
Auto-Reconnect
Timeout

If Configured…
Launches the VPN automatically after a successful Internet connection. Note:
VPN gateway selection is not enabled for auto-launch integration.
Launches the VPN automatically after a successful Internet connection, and
then connects the VPN. Normally used with Credential Pass-Through.
Passes the username and password to the VPN client upon launch. If the user
credentials that are being used for Internet authentication are the same as
for the VPN client, the user only needs to enter this information once instead
of twice. If the Open Mobile and VPN credentials differ, Open Mobile can be
configured to cache the user’s VPN username. It can also cache the password
for a configurable period that will prevent the user from having to re-enter
the VPN password if moving in and out of range of a network and losing the
VPN connection.
Automatically disconnects an Internet session when a VPN connection is lost.
Useful if you want users to have a VPN connection whenever connected to
the Internet.
Displays a VPN connect function in the user interface, which can be used to
connect or disconnect the VPN from within Open Mobile. A VPN button will be
shown in the Open Mobile toolbar. In addition, a Launch VPN menu item will
be included in the right-click System Tray menu. VPN On-Demand can be
used with or without the VPN Auto Launch feature.
Hides the VPN GUI of some VPN products from the user. Not supported for
Auto-launched VPNs.
The number of reconnect attempts can be specified, for cases when the VPN
authentication fails.
Select the number of seconds that Open Mobile waits for the VPN to connect.
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Supported VPNs
Open Mobile supports the following VPN products:
Manufacturer
Notes
Check Point Check Point SecuRemote/SecureClient 5.x, 6.x, and 7.x.
IPSEC VPN Client: 32-bit support for versions 4.x through version 5.0.07.0290, 64-bit
support for version 5.0.07.0290 or later.
Cisco
AnyConnect: Version 2.4 or later.
Version 6.x, must use Network Connect (and must be set to automatically initiate a
Juniper
Network Connect session after login).
NCP
9.20 Build 33 and later.
Nortel
Nortel 6.x through 10.04. (API support is only available with 10.X.)
Junos Pulse Junos Pulse version 3.0.
Users can select and configure a VPN in the client. See User Selected VPN for more
User Selected
details.
Open Mobile can support other VPN products using the Custom VPN function. For
Other
more details, see Configure VPN. Customers are responsible for testing and support
of custom integrated VPNs.
For more information on VPN integration, see Configure VPN.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
vpn integration, windows
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Networks and Policies
You can set a variety of policies to govern network usage.

Network Policy
Network policy controls how your users interact with networks in Open Mobile. Network policy has two
aspects: Network Ranking and Auto-Connect policies.

Network Ranking
Network Ranking settings control the order in which networks are ranked and displayed in the Open
Mobile Available Networks list, with highest-ranked networks shown at the top of the list. Ranking is
determined by a complex algorithm that factors network type, connection history, signal strength,
and provisioner type to determine the display order. The most influential factors in your particular
network ranking depend on the ranking option you select from the following:
●

●

●

●

●

●

Favor previously connected networks (for consistency): Ranks any networks to which the
user has previously connected.
Favor known networks (for security): Ranks networks about which Open Mobile has information.
In order of priority, these are personal networks, networks that are listed in a directory, and any
networks to which the user has previously connected.
Favor Wi-Fi (to reduce costs): Ranks Wi-Fi networks above others, but connection history,
directory, and signal strength are also considered, and due to these factors, Wi-Fi may still not be
the top network.
Favor signal strength (for best performance): Ranks the wireless networks (that is, Wi-Fi or
Mobile Broadband) with the strongest current signals.
Favor Mobile Broadband (for access): Ranks Mobile Broadband networks above others, but
connection history, directory, and signal strength are also considered, and due to these factors,
Mobile Broadband may still not be the top network.
Show Mobile Broadband at the top of the list: Mobile Broadband networks will always be
shown at the top of the list, independent of any other considerations.

If enabled, then Prefer, Prohibit, and Rename (PPR) rules will supersede Network Ranking settings.

Peer-to-Peer Connections
Available for version 2.4.0 and later
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If Disable peer-to-peer networks is not selected, users can use Open Mobile to connect to ad hoc,
peer-to-peer networks (created through Windows). Note: Selecting the check box will disable this
feature.

Due to a limitation in the Operating System, connecting to some ad hoc networks may not work on
Windows XP.

Internet Connection Sharing
Available for version 2.4.0 and later
If Disable connection sharing is not selected, users can right-click on an Ethernet or Mobile
Broadband connection and select Share to share their connection. Note: Selecting the check box will
disable this feature.

Auto-Connect
You can select the network types to enable for Auto-Connect (corporate and Wi-Fi networks, personal
Wi-Fi, and Mobile Broadband). Users will be automatically connected to these networks, when possible.
(Credentials must be saved locally by users in order for them to Auto-Connect.)

Mobile Broadband Policy
Mobile Broadband policy settings enable you to set usage thresholds for warning messages to be
displayed to Mobile Broadband users, as well as usage limits on a monthly basis. You can set separate
policies for roaming usage, non-roaming usage, and personal hotspot usage, as well as customize
messages displayed to users when thresholds are exceeded.

Prefer, Prohibit, Rename Networks
Connectivity for Mobile Broadband and Wi-Fi is enabled by a set of network directories that contain
the networks to which the user is granted access. You can set special rules on networks in your
directories, changing the way that Open Mobile treats them.
●

●

●

Networks can be preferred, which causes Open Mobile to connect to that network when possible.
Preferred networks are sorted to the top of the Available Networks list.
Networks can be prohibited, preventing users from connecting to them. Prohibited network types
can be shown as disabled (grayed out) or even removed from the Available Networks list entirely.
Networks can also be renamed, giving them an alias that can be informative or friendly to the user.
For example, if the corporate network at your main office had an SSID of corp-hq-1234, you could
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rename the network so it would be displayed in Open Mobile as Corporate Headquarters.

Time-Based Session Limits
To help control connection costs, you can impose limits for the duration of Wi-Fi and Dial connection
sessions. Currently, Time-Based Session limits may only be imposed on GIS access points.

Any change in the Time-Based Session Limits requires a restart of the application after the profile
update.

User-Defined Limits and Alerts
Users can impose their own monthly data usage limits, and set alerts to warn them as their usage
approaches those limits. Each of these usage types may be limited:
●
●
●

A personal Wi-Fi hotspot, which the user designates.
Mobile Broadband roaming usage.
Mobile Broadband non-roaming usage.

For each usage type, users can set the following values:
●

Usage Limit: The maximum usage permitted for the month. After usage for this type exceeds this
level, the user will be disconnected and no further connections of this type will be permitted.

A five-minute grace period extends from when the limit is detected to when the user is disconnected.
The user may exceed this limit slightly if downloading something within that grace period.
If Connect Before Logon (CBL) is enabled for this profile and the user has reached the defined limit,
CBL will no longer work.

●

●

●

Initial Alert Level: The monthly usage level at which a user is initially warned that their usage is
approaching the limit.
Reminder Alert Level: After the Initial Alert Level is exceeded, each time usage surpasses the
Reminder Alert Level, users will be warned again, up to the monthly Usage Limit.
Billing Period: A user can select the day of the month their usage period will begin. Usage totals
against the limits are reset at the beginning of this period (at local midnight).

Open Mobile for Windows Help
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Endpoint Security
Open Mobile provides a policy and enforcement platform that allows IT managers to assist their users
in secure computing practices and cost control. Open Mobile endpoint security is configured in the
Open Mobile Portal.
Endpoint security and restrictions enables you to set policies for applications to run when connected
by Open Mobile. These policies can either require an application to run, or prohibit one from running,
when Open Mobile connects to the Internet. For example, you could set a requirement for users to be
protected by a specified anti-virus application when connected. Another policy could prevent users
from using a specific peer-to-peer file sharing application when Open Mobile is connected.
There are two important features of endpoint security:
●

●

Pre-Connect: If the designated application is not running when the user attempts to connect to the
Internet, Open Mobile will attempt to launch it, and will not connect to the Internet without the
application running.
Automatic Teardown: An Internet connection may only be maintained if the designated
application is running. If the application is stopped for any reason while the user is connected to the
Internet, the Internet connection is automatically torn down.

You can configure enforcement through a command-line executable if the designated applications are
in violation of policy.
In addition, you can configure the user notifications that will be displayed if the designated
applications are in violation.
You can configure two types of application policy:
●
●

Required applications must be running when the user attempts to connect.
Restricted applications may not be running when the user attempts to connect.

You can set the actions taken by Open Mobile when either one of these policies is violated.

Required Applications
For Required applications, you can configure:
●

●

●
●

A qualified anti-virus, firewall, or other application. A qualified application is one that is listed in the
user’s local Windows Security Center (in Windows 7, the Action Center) for anti-virus, firewall, or
anti-spyware protection.
A specific antivirus, firewall, or anti-spyware application certified from the OPSWAT library. (OPSWAT
certification is a security software interoperability certification program for a variety of application
types.)
For firewalls, the Windows built-in Firewall.
A custom security application that you can specify. You can also specify a remediation action for the
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application to repair the executable if it stops running. The remediation action can be a command or
batch file.
In addition, you can set a security level for each security category to control Open Mobile behavior
and connection experience.

You can select a security level for anti-virus, firewall, spyware, and other security applications. The
table below shows the behavior for each security level if the designated application is not running at
the time of the user connection.
Security Level
Off
1: Prompt to Continue
2: Block VPN Connection
3: Block Internet and VPN
Connections
4: Block All Connections and
Disconnect VPN
5: Block and Disconnect all
Connections

If the application is not running at connection time…
Open Mobile will take no action.
The user will be prompted to continue making a connection.
The VPN connection will be blocked.
Internet and VPN connections are blocked.
All connections are blocked. If the application stops running
during the connection, any connected VPN is disconnected.
All connections are blocked. If the application stops running
during the connection, the connection is terminated completely.

For example, a policy sets a Security Level 1 for the Windows Firewall. If the user attempts to connect
when Windows Firewall is disabled, Open Mobile will prompt the user before attempting to connect.
Another policy sets a Security Level 4 for an anti-virus application listed in the user’s Windows
Security Center. If the anti-virus is not running at connection time, the connection is blocked. In
addition, if the user later disables the anti-virus application during the connection, Open Mobile will
immediately disconnect any VPN connection. Further, it will block the reconnection until the anti-virus
application is re-started.

Restricted Applications
You can designate any application as Restricted. Restricted applications may not be running when the
user attempts to connect, or Open Mobile will take the action you specify depending on the restriction
level.
Restriction Level
If the application is running at connection time…
Prompt to Continue
Open Mobile will prompt the user with the specified message.
Terminate Application The application process will be ended.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
endpoint security, windows
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Event Actions
Open Mobile can be configured to automatically launch other applications or scripts, before, during or
after the Open Mobile connection process. Examples of event actions could include launching an
anti-virus definition update, running a script to change firewall rules, or opening a browser window to
a company Intranet. Most actions will launch a single application, but complex actions can be
constructed by configuring multiple event actions to run a succession of applications.
You configure Event Actions in the Open Mobile Portal.

Action Types
Event action type indicates when it will be triggered.
Event actions come in these types:
Type
Action Will Run…
On Startup of User Interface
When the client’s graphic user interface is opened.
Before Establishing an Internet
Before Open Mobile establishes a connection to the
Connection
Internet.
Before Detecting the Internet on a New After the Internet connection has been initiated but
Connection
before the Internet connection is complete.
After Establishing an Internet
After Open Mobile establishes a connection to the
Connection
Internet.
After the VPN connection has been initiated but before
Before Establishing a VPN Connection
the VPN connection is complete.
After Establishing a VPN Connection
After the VPN is connected.
After Establishing a Corporate Network
After connecting to a Corporate Network.
Connection
Before Disconnecting a VPN
After the VPN has been disconnected but before the
Connection
VPN disconnection is complete.
After Disconnecting a VPN Connection After the VPN has been disconnected.
Before Disconnecting an Internet
After an Internet connection has been disconnected but
Connection
before the Internet disconnection is complete.
After Open Mobile disconnects from the Internet. Note:
After Disconnecting an Internet
Only supported by Windows 1.4.1 and later clients for
Connection
non-DSL connections.
When the User Cancels a Connection
After the user cancels a connection attempt. (Not yet
Attempt
implemented.)
When User Exits the User Interface
After Open Mobile is exited.
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Action Settings
Event actions include the following settings:
Settings

Description
Path of the selected application, script, or URL. Path supports Windows
environmental variables, but these must be specified in the format
$$ENV:<VARIABLE NAME>$$, where <VARIABLE NAME> is the name of the
Application Path
environmental variable. Examples, $$ENV:systemroot$$\system32,
$$ENV:USERPROFILE$$, $$ENV:PROGRAMDATA$$ (on Windows Vista or
Windows 7).
Executable File
Name of the executable to be launched.
Name
Arguments
Applicable command-line arguments, if any.
Decide on the frequency at which the action should be executed: every time
Frequency
Open Mobile connects, once per day, or each time Open Mobile is started.
Run Context
Specify system or user context for the action to run in.
Wait: wait for the configured application to exit before establishing the connection.
Run Mode
Don’t Wait: don’t wait for the configured application to exit before establishing
the connection.
Connection Type Event actions can be triggered on specified connection types.
For more information on configuring Event Actions in a profile, see Event Actions.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
event actions, windows
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Quick Launch
You can configure commonly used applications, scripts and web sites, which a user can choose to
launch directly from Open Mobile. Quick Launch items can include local applications or scripts, or web
site URL. (A web site URL will load in the default Web browser.)
●
●

●

Quick Launch items for a profile are configured in the Open Mobile Portal.
In addition, a profile can enable individual users the ability to configure their own Quick Launch
items in Open Mobile.
Environmental variables are not supported in the local application path, but are supported in the
arguments to the path.

Quick Launch items are displayed in the Quick Launch Toolbar. They are also shown at the top of the
right-click System Tray menu. To launch an item, select it from the menu.

One useful URL to use for Quick Launch is the iPass Hotspot Finder, http://hotspot-finder.ipass.com/,
to enable your users to quickly and easily locate Wi-Fi hotspots.
Quick Launch items can be configured with these options:
Option
Internet Connection
Required
VPN Connection
Required

If Configured…
Open Mobile will initiate an Internet connection prior to launching the item
(if one is not already established).
Open Mobile will initiate an Internet connection prior to launching the item
(if one is not already established), and then launch the integrated VPN (if
one has been integrated with Open Mobile.)

For more information on configuring Quick Launch in a profile, see Quick Launch.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
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News and Messaging
Open Mobile includes three features to allow users to receive news and messaging, and perform
Internet searches. These capabilities are enabled in the Open Mobile Portal. See Manage Profiles for
more information.

RSS Feeds
You can enable an RSS feed for Open Mobile, specifying a single URI for news and headlines to be
streamed to users. The RSS feed is only displayed if the user is connected to the Internet.

SMS Messaging
If enabled, users with an SMS-capable device can send, receive, reply to, and delete SMS messages
directly in Open Mobile. This capability is available whether or not the user is connected to the
Internet.

Search
If enabled, users will be able to perform Internet searches directly in Open Mobile with a search
engine of your choice. Search is only displayed if the user is connected to the Internet.
You will be required to specify your search engine in a search file. For complete details of the search
file requirements, see Brand Search

Enabling any or all of the news and messaging features may slightly affect the layout of the Open
Mobile user interface. In particular, the Connect/Disconnect button may be relocated. However, no
functionality will be impacted.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
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Logon Processing
Windows logon processing can display messages regarding password expiration, run logon scripts, or
perform Active Directory Group Policy updates. These processes are executed after a successful
corporate network detection (CND) test. You can configure these settings in the Open Mobile Portal.
●

●

●

Password Expiration: If an enterprise uses expiring passwords, typically, users will be reminded
about password expiration dates when they log into the corporate LAN. However, users who only
use Open Mobile to connect to corporate resources will not receive such reminders. As a result, their
passwords may expire, which will prevent them from signing in. Logon processing allows the IT
administrator to send a reminder message to Open Mobile users as well, to prevent password
expiration.
Run Logon Scripts: You can configure a script to run at login, and specify the connection types
that it will run on.
AD Group Policy Updates: If selected, the user's system will run gpupdate.exe and update the
user's Group Policy settings on the client machine.

Open Mobile for Windows Help
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Connect Before Logon
Users with Connect Before Logon enabled will be able to establish a network connection before
logging on to Windows. Administrators can control the use of login scripts, password caching,
mapping network drives to local drives, and other operations that require a network connection.

Requirements
Connect Before Logon is a feature of the Open Mobile for Windows client only
●
●

Software Version: Open Mobile for Windows version 2.1.0 and later.
Operating System: Windows 7 or Windows Vista only.

Enabling Connect Before Logon
Administrators enable Connect Before Logon in the Open Mobile Portal.
To enable Connect Before Logon for a profile:
1. After logging into the Open Mobile Portal, click the Configuration tab.
2. Click Manage Profiles.
3. Next to the profile that you would like to add this feature to, click Manage. Connect Before Logon
is only enabled for Windows clients version 2.1.0 and later. For more information, please see
Manage Profile.
4. Next to Connect Before Logon, click Configure.
5. Select Enable Connect Before Logon using the Integrated Microsoft Pre-Logon Access
Provider (PLAP).
6. In Allow the client to wait this many seconds before connection, enter the number of
seconds the client should wait before establishing a network connection.
7. If you are creating a profile for Windows 2.2.0 or later clients, you can specify an account for
connecting to the Internet, logging on to Windows, and connecting to the Cisco AnyConnect VPN (if
configured) by checking the box and selecting the account from the dropdown menu. An account
assigned for Connect Before Logon must have a domain configured.
8. Click Save.

If the Connect Before Logon (CBL) feature has been added to a profile after migrating the profile from an earlier
version of Open Mobile, the user will have to reinstall the new version of Open Mobile. Connect Before Logon will not
work if the user only performs a software update
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Connection Process
To Connect Before Logon:
1. You may have to click Switch User from the Logon screen to navigate to the User screen. Click
Network Logon in the bottom-right corner of the screen.

2. If you have multiple connection clients, click the iPass icon.
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3. Next to Connect to Internet, click the blue arrow.

4. After the Open Mobile client opens, select a network and click Connect.
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If you click outside of the Open Mobile window in pre-logon mode, Open Mobile will be automatically
minimized by Windows and you will have to type Alt + Tab to reopen the Open Mobile window.
5. Enter your Account Credentials (in pre-logon mode you have to enter your credentials every time).
Click Continue. If your client was configured for Single Sign-On (and is version 2.2.0 and later), you
may proceed to automatically connect to your VPN (if you have Cisco AnyConnect) and then you will
be automatically logged on to your computer. Otherwise, proceed to step 6.
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6. After connecting successfully, a dialog box will open. Click OK.

7. Optional: For all clients earlier than 2.2.0 or 2.2.0 clients with a VPN other than Cisco AnyConnect,
http://help-dev.ipass.com/
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to connect to a VPN that has been configured for pre-logon access, repeat the above instructions, and
after you click the Network Logon button, select the VPN client from the row of tiles.

Connect Before Logon connections cannot be established after a usage limit has been reached.
You cannot save credentials or preferences in pre-logon mode.
Go to: Open Mobile for Windows
connect before logon, windows, tech notes
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Login Assist
Login Assist expedites the login process for many commonly visited Web sites by automatically
presenting the user's credentials to the site's login page. Login Assist can be used on both external
and internal web sites. Login Assist-enabled sites are configured in the Open Mobile Portal, and
enabled for all users of a given profile.
Login Assist can be a powerful and convenient access management capability.

Requirements
In order to use Login Assist with a website, the following is required:
●
●

●
●
●

●

The Login Assist entry must be included in the user's Open Mobile profile.
An account definition in the profile must be created (or assigned) to store the user's login
credentials.
Users must use Microsoft Internet Explorer to browse to the site.
Windows User Account Control (UAC) must be disabled.
The feature uses an Internet Explorer Browser Helper Object (BHO). BHOs can sometimes be
identified as spyware, so users may need to allow the BHO in their individual anti-spyware
configuration, or administrators may need to whitelist the BHO in their enterprise anti-spyware
configuration.
The site must have an HTML-based login page. The login entry cannot be part of a separate popup
but must be contained in the page. (Flash logins are not supported.)

Because of the many variables in the dynamic, real-world environment of the World Wide Web, Login
Assist is not guaranteed to work on all Web sites. However, for the vast majority of sites with HTML
login pages, and reachable by Internet Explorer, Login Assist will be a major convenience for users.

Using Login Assist
When a user first browses in Internet Explorer to a site enabled for Login Assist, Open Mobile prompts
for login credentials and stores them. On all subsequent visits, Open Mobile automatically supplies the
stored credentials to the site. The administrator can also enable automatic credential submission,
which triggers the submit button and makes the login process automatic.
The user is informed when credentials are being passed and when automatic logins are taking place.
As a result, users can log in to enabled sites with no (or very little) interaction.
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Auto-Submit
If Auto-Submit is configured for the site, Open Mobile will automatically trigger the submission button
on the login page after the credentials are entered. When logging into a site with Auto-Submit
configured, the user will receive a message that reads, “Logging into <site>” where <site> is the
name of the site.
If Auto-Submit is not configured, the user will need to click the button manually, after Open Mobile
automatically passes the credentials. When logging into a site without Auto-Submit configured, the
user will receive a message that reading “Passing credentials to <site>” where <site> is the name of
the site.

Quick Launch
Login Assist can work in conjunction with Quick Launch (although it is not required). A Quick Launch
item can be created to launch a Login Assist-enabled site. Login Assist will then automatically pass
the credentials to the launched site. If Auto-Submit is enabled, site login will be a routine 1-click
experience for the user (just by clicking the Quick Launch menu item). In order for this process to
work optimally, Microsoft Internet Explorer must be set as the user's default browser.

More Information
For information on using and configuring Login Assist, see Login Assist.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
login assist, windows
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Run Once Packaging
Available for: Windows 1.4.1 and later clients.
Run Once Packaging enables Open Mobile administrators to create a downloadable package for end
users that can deliver third-party software components or execute upgrades to device drivers and
firmware. Subsequent processing or of the delivered files can be performed by means of an included
script or executable that customers create.

About Run Once Packaging
Run Once Packaging is intended for dynamic delivery of device drivers or firmware updates. However,
a properly constructed Run Once package could be used to deliver nearly any software component to
users.
A Run Once package is created as part of an Open Mobile profile. When the Open Mobile client
receives a test or published profile that specifies an unexecuted Run Once package, the client
downloads the package, and then runs the associated script or executable. By default, a package runs
in the user context, but can be set to run in the administrator context. A profile may include any
number of packages, and each package can be up to 16 MB in size.
Package files themselves are not included in an Open Mobile profile. A profile merely includes the
package definition file, ropimage.xml, which includes the specifications and download URLs for the
actual package files.
A Run Once package does not ‘install’ or ’uninstall’ in the Windows context. The package is merely a
vehicle for the one-time delivery of a payload of files, and can be controlled by a script, batch file, or
executable written by an Open Mobile administrator. (Note, however, that depending on the individual
files included in a package, these may be subsequently installed or uninstalled in the Windows
context. For example, upon being executed, an MSI file would be installed in the Windows context, but
this is the expected functionality for MSI files and not part of the ROP feature.)
A Run Once package delivers no other files than the ones specified in the package, nor does a
package itself alter any Windows registry entries. (As above, an individual file in a package may alter
registry entries as part of its normal functionality, but this is not part of the ROP feature.) Because of
the power and flexibility of Run Once Packaging, an Open Mobile administrator should plan, design,
and collect the included files for a Run Once package before assembling the package on the Open
Mobile Portal. Any included scripts and the overall package functionality should be tested thoroughly
before deploying to users.

About the Startup Command
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Execution of the files in the Run Once package is accomplished by means of a startup command,
which can be a script/executable or a set of operating system commands:

Script/Executable
A script or executable can be included in the package that will install the component files to the user’s
system. An ROP script can be any valid script that runs on Windows, such as a VBScript or JavaScript
file, batch file, or compiled executable. There is no required syntax for such scripts or executables,
and they may be up to 16 megabytes in size (that is, up to the 16 MB package size limit). The
designer of the package is responsible for creating (and testing) the ROP script or executable. If your
package includes a script, use one of the following:
Script Type
Startup Command
VBScript or Javascript wscript.exe <script name>
HTA script
mshta.exe <script name>
Power Shell script
ps.exe <script name>

Always use the full path for the script name if its location is not in the Windows path.

OS Commands
Alternatively, a package can be launched by operating system commands. A package need not
include a script or executable of any kind, and could be executed entirely through OS commands. For
example, if a package comprised an MSI file, the package could be launched by having the user
invoke the local msiexec.exe executable.

About Included Files
An included file may be any valid Windows file up to 16 MB in size.
The files to be included in a package (such as device driver files) should be collected before creating
the package on the Open Mobile Portal.

Creating a Run Once Package
You create a Run Once package as part of a profile on the Open Mobile Portal. In order to create a Run
Once package, you must have the Custom Install Package Manager role. To create a Run Once
package on the Open Mobile Portal:
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1. On the Configure Profile page, next to Run Once Packaging, click Configure.
2. In Package Name, enter the name of the package.
3. In Startup Command, enter the syntax for your ROP script or executable to run, including all
arguments. Startup Command may be up to 2000 characters in length.
4. To run the startup command from the System account with the administrator privilege, select Run
as administrator.
5. Click Add New File, and then browse to the location of a component file.
6. Repeat Step 5 for each subsequent included file.
7. Click Save.
8. Continue configuring the profile as needed. When configuration is complete, publish the profile to
test.
After publication, Run Once packages can be viewed or deleted in the Open Mobile Portal, as part of
the profile to which they belong.

Download Process
Upon publishing a profile to Test, the package definition file (ropimage.xml) is created as part of the
profile. ropimage.xml lists all Run Once packages associated with the profile, their startup
commands, and the URL of the download server from where the files are downloaded. A sample
ropimage.xml file is shown under Example Files, below.

ropimage.xml contains the specifications for all packages in a profile, even the ones that have already
been executed in previous updates. Execution of these packages is tracked separately. See Execution
Tracking, below for more information.

When Open Mobile receives a profile with the unexecuted package (either as part of a new profile or
updated one) the definition file is read by the Open Mobile Software Update Manager. Open Mobile
begin any the file downloads when an Internet connection is detected. Like Software Update, a
package downloads one file at a time. If the process is interrupted, Open Mobile will try to download
the package at the beginning of the interrupted file.
Package files are downloaded to the <Open Mobile>\SoftwareUpdate\DownloadedFiles folder, where
<Open Mobile> is the local Open Mobile installation folder.
On completion of the download of all files listed in ropimage.xml, they are copied to a temporary
location for execution: <Open Mobile>\SoftwareUpdate\ROPTemp. After execution, the temporary
files are deleted.

Interrupted Downloads
ROP downloads are by individual files. If a package download is interrupted, Open Mobile will
re-download the entirety of any file that was interrupted when the Internet connection was previously
disconnected.
http://help-dev.ipass.com/
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Execution Tracking
Open Mobile will track the execution of the package. The success or failure of individual package
components is not considered by Open Mobile—just the execution of the script or command line
actions. Open Mobile does not log ROP execution. If execution needs to be logged, an administrator
should make the logging part of the package script or executable.
An execution tracking flag is written to the persistent files in %PROGRAMDATA%\NGCROP, which record
the execution of each package and prevent it from being executed again.
If a script takes longer than 1 hour (3600 seconds) to execute, Open Mobile will mark the script as
successful and not run it again. However, if the script is configured to return an error code of (-4200),
the package will be re-run.
The package will also be re-run if the script execution is interrupted by a system reboot or a stopping
of Open Mobile client services (iMobility.exe and iPlatform.exe).
●
●

Multiple packages in a profile are executed in the order they are listed in ropimage.xml.
Silent background processing of Run Once packages is not currently supported.

Uninstalling Open Mobile from a system does not uninstall the ROP execution tracking flags. As a
result, installing a new Open Mobile client on the same machine does not trigger any ROP action,
since the old flags indicating package execution will be read by the new client.

Example Files
An example of the ropimage.xml file is shown here. The file is automatically produced as part of the
Open Mobile profile when you configure the package on the Open Mobile Portal.
This package would launch the batch file copy.bat, which copy some XML files from the Open Mobile
\bin folder to the \profile folder.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
- <RunOncePackageImage xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="RunOncePackageImage.V1.0.xsd">
<ProfileID>6304</ProfileID>
- <- <RunOncePackage Description="ROP5" Locked="true" Name="ROP5"
Timestamp="2011-06-06T03:52:38" UID="ad0bd817-b868-4aae-9f41-7f9cb92f4b41"
Version="">
<BinarySource
URL="http://qa-om-download2.ipass.com/custominstall/ad0bd817-b868-4aae-9f417f9cb92f4b41/" />
- <Target>
<File DigestValue="99540DF573D0B80CB4FD3D7D7F98C207D44673F9"
FileName="copy.bat" Length="514" Timestamp="2011-03-23T02:47:24" />
</Target>
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<RunCLI Context="User">cmd.exe /c copy.bat</RunCLI>
</RunOncePackage>
</RunOncePackageImage>
Copy.bat is a short batch file shown here. This file would be created by an Open Mobile administrator
and included as part of an Open Mobile profile.
copy "C:\Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile\bin\SampleMBLiteCdma.xml"
"C:\ProgramData\NGC\Open Mobile\Profiles"
copy "C:\Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile\bin\SampleMBLiteGprs.xml"
"C:\ProgramData\NGC\Open Mobile\Profiles"
copy "C:\Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile\bin\SampleMBLiteCdma.xml"
"C:\Documents and Settings\All USers\Application Data\NGC\Open
Mobile\Profiles"
copy "C:\Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile\bin\SampleMBLiteGprs.xml"
"C:\Documents and Settings\All USers\Application Data\NGC\Open
Mobile\Profiles"

Running a Package More than Once
As the name implies, a Run Once package is intended to be run a single time and deliver its payload.
Once executed, it cannot be executed again.
To run a Run Once package more than a single time on the same computer, the administrator should
create a new package with the same files as the previous one, and include it in an Open Mobile profile.
For example, a company wants to deliver monthly device driver updates to a group of Open Mobile
users who share the same profile. Each delivery would be a differently named Run Once package
included in the group’s Open Mobile profile. The profile would need to be updated monthly on the
Open Mobile Portal with each successive package.
Alternatively, you can delete all files in %PROGRAMDATA%\NGCROP, and then run the package again.
This will remove any existing package files, as well as the flag that indicates whether a particular
package has been executed.

Best Practices
When creating a Run Once package, the following best practices are recommended:

Testing
Thorough testing of your script or executable, as well as the package files themselves is crucial to
ensuring proper functionality. A proper testing regime will test across a range of Windows
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environments and in a variety of situations.

Robust Scripts
A single script must be able to recover robustly from error, and may even need to be executed
multiple times. For example, a user may interrupt the file execution process by rebooting the machine
in the middle of first execution, causing the script to fail before completion. As a result, it is
recommended that parameters be included in your scripts to check if the package is actually required
by the user. For example:
IF <MyPackage> EXIST THEN EXIT
INSTALL MY PACKAGE

Limited Package File Size
An interrupted ROP file download is started again from the beginning of the file that was interrupted.
Although there is a 16 MB limit on the size of an ROP package, it is recommended that very large files
be broken into smaller pieces. If the package download is interrupted, the download can begin again
with the interrupted file rather than starting from the beginning of the package. Many file
compression utilities, such as WinRAR, are capable of breaking large files into smaller units.

Logical Paths
Where possible, specify logical paths in scripts rather than physical ones to ensure that your scripts
work across different Windows platforms. For example, the physical location of downloaded files on a
Windows XP machine differs from their physical location on a Windows 7 machine. Correct use of
logical paths (or environmental variables) can obviate this issue.
Go to: Open Mobile for Windows
run once packaging, tech notes, windows
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Custom Profile Attachments
Available for: Windows 2.1.3 clients and later.
The Custom Profile Attachments feature enables you to attach any necessary scripts and executable
files to an Open Mobile profile. (Previously, these files and scripts would have to be distributed
separately.) Custom Profile Attachments may be used for Custom VPN launches or special actions
(such as an Event Action or Quick Launch) that require a separate script or executable file.
Custom Profile Attachments will be located in this folder: C:\ProgramData\NGC\Open
Mobile\<Profile ID>\Custom. You can also use the variable $$Var:CustomDir$$ to reference
that directory in your Event Action or Custom VPN commands.

New Windows 2.1.3 or Later Profile
You should only add Custom Profile Attachments to newly created Windows 2.1.3 or later profiles.
Adding Custom Profile Attachments to a profile that you are migrating from a previous version could
prevent the attachment from downloading properly (depending on when attachment is added and
when the user upgrades). See Custom Profile Attachments for more information.

Attachment Types
You can attach any file or script that meets the size limit requirement: 1 MB per file and a total of 2
MB for the folder. Note that there is no way of validating that the attached files function as intended,
and, as a result, you should test any Custom Profile Attachments before deploying the profile to users.
You should not use Custom Profile Attachments for files or scripts that stay in use for extended
periods of time (or do not have a way of automatically exiting). If the attachment is running during a
profile update, it will cause the profile update to fail (because it will not be able to update the file in
use).
Go to Open Mobile for Windows Help.
profile attachments, windows
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Connection Quality Test
Available for Windows clients 2.2.0 and later.
The Connection Quality Test is a feature that measures the speed of a network connection. It can run
automatically (powering the Connection Quality Indicator), manually (through the Speed Test in
the user interface) or both.
For information on enabling the Connection Quality Test for a profile in the Open Mobile Portal, please
see the Connection Profiler.
For a list of Frequently Asked Questions on this feature, please see the Connection Quality Test FAQ.

Connection quality will vary based on a number of factors (such as the number of users at a location,
the signal strength, or provider network congestion). iPass cannot always guarantee the speed of
available networks.

Connection Quality Test Servers
This feature tests latency and transfer times from test servers.
By default, iPass provides the following test servers.
Server Location IP Address
URL
Download
Santa Clara
216.239.99.99 http://qos-naw.ipass.com/
Atlanta
216.239.111.99 http://qos-nae.ipass.com/
Hong Kong
216.231.203.233 http://qos-apac.ipass.com/
London
216.239.105.143 http://qos-emea.ipass.com/
1)
N/A
205.234.175.175 http://ipass.cachefly.net
Upload
Atlanta
216.239.111.99 http://qos-nae.ipass.com/upload
Santa Clara
216.239.99.99 http://qos-naw.ipass.com/upload
You can configure the test servers when you are configuring the Connection Profiler.
Utilize whichever servers make the most sense for your users. For example, if your main presence is
in London and you want the connection test to always test the user's connection to the main location,
you should only configure the London server. Otherwise, You may want to include all of the iPass
default locations so that the test is more indicative of the local connection your users are on.
You may also utilize your own test servers. The server just needs to answer http download and upload
requests. For more information, see Connection Profiler.
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Connection Quality Indicator
When the connection test is configured to automatically test connection (see Connection Profiler), the
Connection Quality Indicator is enabled.
After connecting to a network, Open Mobile will ping the configured test servers and choose the test
server with the fastest ping response (if more than one is configured). Open Mobile will then download
a 1 MB test file from that test server. After the test is complete, Open Mobile will indicate the
connection quality with a colored dot next to the signal strength in the network list.
An excellent connection quality is indicated with a green dot and a good connection quality is
indicated with a yellow dot, as show below.

A fair connection quality is indicated with an orange dot and a poor connection quality is indicated
with a red dot, as shown below.
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Speed Test
When manual connection quality testing is enabled (see Connection Profiler), the Speed Test button
will display in the Open Mobile user interface.

To test the speed of the connection:
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1. Click the Speed Test button.
2. Click Start Speed Test. You can click Cancel to stop the test at any time.
3. When the test is finished, your connection’s Download Speed and Upload Speed will be displayed in
megabits or kilobits per second and your connection’s latency will be displayed in milliseconds. A
highlighted icon will estimate whether your connection is suitable for (from slowest to fastest):
Email, Web, Voice, or Video.
4. To retest the speed, click the Speed Test button and then click Refresh.
When a Speed Test is initiated, Open Mobile will ping the configured test servers and choose the test
server with the fastest ping response (if more than one is configured). Open Mobile will then download
a 5 MB test file from that server. After the test is complete, Open Mobile will indicate the connection
quality with a colored dot next to the signal strength in the network list (see Connection Quality
Indicator above).
Go to Open Mobile for Windows Help.
connection quality test, windows
1)
This server is cached at the ISP and is most likely located somewhere in North America
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ODF Wizard
Available for Windows clients 2.4.0 and later
The ODF wizard can be used for help in creating and ODF XML file for upload to the Open Mobile
Portal.

Using the ODF Wizard
To use the ODF Wizard:
1). Plug in the Mobile Broadband device that you would like to create an ODF integration for.
2). With Open Mobile running and open, press the hotkey CTRL + SHIFT + O to launch the ODF Wizard.

Click Yes to stop the iMobility service.
3). The detected modems will be listed. Select the one that you would like to create an ODF
integration for. Select the type of device (GSM or CDMA), and then click Next.
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4). The details that the ODF wizard discovered will be listed in the next screen along with any details
or warnings. After reviewing, click Next to continue.

5). Change any of the configurations as you see fit. Hover over the blue question mark icons for help
or review the iPass ODF Training Workbook. Select any flags and click the down arrow to select them.
Make sure you select all of the Operating Systems you would like this ODF integrated for. When you
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are finished, click Next to continue.
6). Review the XML, and then click Test to test it. When you are finished, click Save to save the XML,

and then click Finish to exit the tool.
7). Upload the XML file to the Open Mobile Portal in the Configuration > Device Support page. For
more information see Device Support.
Go to Open Mobile for Windows Help
odf wizard, device support, device integration, odf, open mobile for windows
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Updating Open Mobile
Open Mobile includes features for updating the client software, the user's profile, and the user's
network directory.

Updating the Open Mobile Software
Upon connecting to the Internet by Wi-Fi or Ethernet, Open Mobile will check for any client software
updates. The user is then prompted to download any available update. If a software update is
available, and the user refuses it, no further prompt will be displayed for 8 hours (or until the next
re-start of the system).
If a download fails for any reason (such as an interrupted connection), the client will attempt to
resume the download 24 hours after the failure, or upon re-start of the user's system.
All updates to Open Mobile are initiated from the client outbound. No update server will ever initiate
communication to a client.
Software update is only available for Open Mobile 1.4.1 and later, and can only be used to update to
versions 1.4.3 or 2.x.
After a software update, new files will be located in the folder /Program Data/NGC/Software Update on
the end user's system.

Updating Open Mobile Profiles and Network Directories
Separately from software update, Open Mobile dynamically updates a user's profile, and network
directory. Every time it establishes or inherits an Internet connection, Open Mobile performs the
following update activities:
●
●
●

Downloads and installs any changes or updates to the iPass network directory.
Downloads and applies any updates to the currently installed profile.
Uploads connection success information to the Open Mobile Portal, where it can be viewed in reports.

If a connection is established for longer than 24 hours, Open Mobile will automatically perform these
updates every 24 hours after the initial connection is made. Updates of profiles and directories are
made through HTTP/HTTPS requests to the Open Mobile Update Server.
The update process is accomplished in two steps:
1. Open Mobile checks for the presence of any updates by invoking Update services at this URL:
http://om-updater.ipass.com.
http://help-dev.ipass.com/
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2. Updates are retrieved by Open Mobile from this URL: https://om-download.ipass.com.

Manual Profile and Directory Updates
Open Mobile includes a manual update feature to update profiles and network directories. To perform
a manual update, do one of the following:
●

●

On the Open Mobile UI, click the down arrow next to Help. Select Update from the drop-down menu,
or,
Right-click the Open Mobile icon in the system tray and select Update.

Proxy Handling
Open Mobile utilizes Internet Explorer proxy settings when attempting to perform updates. If a user is
in an area where a proxy is not available, updates should still be successful.
Authenticated proxy support is only available if using NTLM for authentication.
Authenticated proxy support for an Open Mobile profile can be configured on the Open Mobile Portal.
The authentication can make use of Windows domain or proxy credentials.

Importing a Profile
Using a Profile-Only ZIP archive, which you can create on the Open Mobile Portal, you can import a
profile into an existing local Open Mobile installation.
Administrator privileges are not required for this operation, since the profile will be applied by the
iPlatform service, which runs in the system context (and therefore, has system context capabilities).
Note that importing a profile will not deploy to an entire user base, but must be performed locally on
each installation where the profile will be imported.
For instructions on creating a profile archive, see the Open Mobile Portal Administrator's Guide.
Importing a profile makes use of the Open Mobile EPCmd command line utility.
To import a profile to an existing Open Mobile installation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create the profile-only archive on the Open Mobile Portal.
Download the archive to a transferrable medium or local shared drive.
On the machine where the profile is to be imported, open a command prompt.
Switch to the folder \Program Files\iPass\Open Mobile\omsi.
Type: epcmd ipass.softwaremanager.applynewprofile /overwrite ”<ZIP File>”,
where <ZIP File> is the full pathname to your ZIP archive, in quotes. The new profile will overwrite
the settings of the old profile.
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6. Exit the command prompt.

It is important to supply the full path even if the profile-only zip resides in the same directory from
which you run the command.
These steps are compatible with any popular enterprise deployment system.

Verifying the Profile Import
The active profile can be verified by checking the registry key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\OM\MobilityClientConfig.
The value of this key is the name of the current active profile.
Open Mobile for Windows Help
updates, windows
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Support
Open Mobile Logs
Open Mobile logs each user's connection history data to a set of logs. These logs can be helpful in
diagnosing and resolving user connection issues. Logs are stored in
%allusersprofile%\NGC\logs.
When emailing logs, you can choose a subset of information to include in the log. You can include
information on general system details, installed software, or system services and processes.

LogViewer
Open Mobile includes the LogViewer utility, TroubleshootLogViewer.exe, for viewing connection
logs. By default, LogViewer displays a selection of information from
iMobilityService_TroubleShoot.csv.
To launch LogViewer from Open Mobile:
1. Press Ctrl+L.
2. Select the appropriate filters to filter the displayed information.
3. When complete, close LogViewer.
To view different logs than the default:
1. Launch LogViewer.
2. Click Open Logs, and then browse to the log you wish to view.
To email logs to support:
1. Click Email Logs. A zip file is created that includes all log files.
2. On the System Information dialog, select the information you wish to include in the logs, and then
click OK.
3. Edit the email as needed and click Send.
To save logs to a local file:
1. Click Email Logs. A zip file is created that includes all log files.
2. Your email client is launched. Cancel or close out the email.
3. Select a location to save the zipped log files, and then click Save.
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Troubleshooting Tips
These tips can be helpful in resolved common issues with Open Mobile connectivity. The Open Mobile
User Guide contains additional troubleshooting steps and advice for Open Mobile users.

Conflicts with other Software
●

●

In order to use Wi-Fi networking, Open Mobile relies on Windows integral Wi-Fi facility. If this
subsystem has been disabled by some other software, or the user, Open Mobile will not show
available Wi-Fi networks or connect to them.
Open Mobile may not be able to view wireless Mobile Broadband (3G) networks if another
connection manager is already controlling the card.

Wi-Fi Issues
Wi-Fi users can occasionally run into difficulties in connection, such as those listed here.

Duplicate SSID
Open Mobile identifies iPass Wi-Fi networks by their network name (SSID). A network name that
duplicates a network name in the iPass Network directory will display the iPass logo in Open Mobile,
normally indicating that it is an iPass network. However, there are some circumstances where the
indicated network is not actually an iPass location, such as the following:
●
●

The local provider is using a name that is also used by one of the iPass network providers.
The local provider has other locations that are part of the iPass service, but has excluded this
particular location.

For more information, please see Incorrect Identification of Non-iPass Hotspots.

Failed Venue Login
On occasion, an association to a Wi-Fi access point is successful, but the log in to the venue fails
because of a timeout, authentication failure, or some other error.
Connecting to an iPass network requires not just a successful association; Open Mobile must also
receive an IP address from the venue and it must be able to pass HTTPS communication to the access
gateway. A weak signal can cause a failure in the IP address assignment or HTTPS communication.
Moving closer to the access point, or moving to a location with a stronger signal, may resolve this
situation.
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Back-End Infrastructure Issues
Authentication errors can occur if the back-end authentication infrastructure is not available. This
could be an outage at the provider, or with your RoamServer or AAA system.

Personal Wi-Fi
Some common issues that can occur for personal Wi-Fi access points include:
●

●
●
●

The home access point has MAC address filtering, which prohibits the user from communicating over
it even if a successful association is made.
A weak signal prevents association.
The location is 802.1x-enabled.
The access point is utilizing a non-broadcast SSID, and the user is trying to connect with a PC
running Windows XP.

Mobile Broadband Issues
The following issues are sometimes experienced by Mobile Broadband users.
●

●
●
●

●

Windows does not recognize the device: Make sure that the Mobile Broadband device is currently
being recognized by Windows.
Weak or no network signal: Find another location where the signal is stronger.
Device has not been activated: Activate the device and then attempt to connect again.
Device is in use or locked by a different connection manager: Close the other connection manager
and attempt to connect again with Open Mobile.
Device does not recover from Sleep/Hibernate mode: Some Mobile Broadband cards do not support
or do not respond well to a PC's Sleep or Hibernate modes. You may wish to disable Sleep/Hibernate
on the laptop when Mobile Broadband cards are in use.
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